English III –Afternoon Grammar Programme
2nd Trimester School Year 2021-2022 Afternoon Shift
Unit 5 How are they made?
Unit 7 It might have been a temple
GRAMMAR
-Passive voice with

an agent
-Non-defining
relative clauses
-Modals of
probability
describe.
-Comparative and
superlative
adjectives

READING
-Where is the Iphone

made
-Cities in the sea.
-Maya mystery Read
to evaluate cultural
differences
-The iron ore train

Unit 6 Look at that Narwhal!
Unit 8 It’s taller than the Eiffel Tower!
SPEAKING

- Talk about manufacturing
processes.
Use language to describe how
things are / were done.
-Talk about marine animals and
their habitats.
-Talk about ancient and modernday mysteries.
-Talk about architectural and
engineering wonders.
-Use language to describe and
compare thing.
Pron. contrastive stress, relative
clauses, reduction: have,
emphatic stress

REFERENCE

Time Zones 4 Students book
pages…
Unit 5: 54 – 65
Unit 6: 66 – 77
Unit 7: 78 – 89
Unit 8: 90 – 101
Time Zones 4 Workbook online.
KET book Practice.

Unit 5
Complex, individual, supply, combining, variety, global,
global awareness, global brand, global network, global
warming.

Unit 6

Unit 7
Ancient civilizations and artifacts: abandoned, peak,
population, lack of, collapsed, imagined, civilization,
invaders, statues, religion, treasure, records, ruins,
arrowhead, temple, folklore, legend, myth, fable,
ceremony, raid, pillage, plunder, ravage, conquer,
crush, overpower
WRITIING:
- Redact about a gift, using past tenses, describing
about who gave it to you etc.
- Formal letter persuasive.
- Short essay.

Unit 8
The iron ore train: boarded, export, transport, region, rely on,
goods,
Idiom: Smooth sailing

Marine animals: shallow, remains, popular, attract, warn,
damage, coral reefs, dugong, king crab, narwhal, seahorses,
hermit crab, whale, jellyfish, feather, flipper, shell, tail, tusk,
dense, up-to-date, lay (eggs), deep sea, oceanic, aquatic,
ecosystem, freshwater, sanctuaries, marine habitat, anemone,
sea star, clownfish, shrimp, angelfish, sea star, worm, parrotfish,
squid, shark, oil spills, rigs in the ocean, oil tanker accidents,
waste from ships, engine oil and other runoff that end up I the
ocean.

LISTENING
-Prosthetic legs.
-Learning from Humpbacks.
-Boneless beauties.
-Rapa Nui.
-The Lost colony
-The world’s longest bridge.
-The green museum.

